Editorial Preview 2021

Issue 2/2021

Publishing Date: 27 April 2021

Editorial Deadline: 25 March 2021 - Advertising Deadline: 08 April 2021

- Evaluation on ground-based Air Defence by MOD Germany
- Interview with the Chief of Air Staff, Lieutenant General Ingo Gerhartz
- The German Army Helicopter Command
- Land mobility of the future
- Celle Air Base as a strategic resource
- Army capabilities and planning against the threat of drones
- Counter-UAV- Interview with Fabian Ochsner, CEO Rheinmetall Air Defence
- Pre-reporting and news and trends: AFCEA exhibition
- IT security in home office and in data exchange: Where we are today and where we should be tomorrow
- Conceptual considerations for building up own management support/IT forces in the SKB
- Digital radio authorities and organisations with security tasks (BOS)
- Geoinformation Systems
- COVID-19, blessing or curse: the moment of truth for AI and digitisation
- Heavy Transport Helicopter facing decision
- Threat to Israel from rocket fire
- Status: FCAS
- F 126/MKS 180 for the German Navy
- Underwater Naval Warfare – Interview with the Commander Einsatzflottille 1
- The Military Technical Service for Ships and Naval Weapons of the Bundeswehr, Maritime Technology and Research (WTD 71)
- Flyer AFCEA exhibition

Issue 3/2021

Publishing Date: 24 June 2021

Editorial Deadline: 27 May 2021 - Advertising Deadline: 04 June 2021

- Special part: AFCEA exhibition
- Cornerstones for the Bundeswehr of the future
- Decision on the procurement of the Heavy Transport Helicopter
- News from the Berlin Security Conference
- Symposium of the Association of the German Army (Förderkreis Heer) at Airbus in Immenstaad
- The Navy in operation
- Unmanned systems for the Bundeswehr
- Use of simulators for pilots in Germany
- The Armed Forces in operation
- 5G, Benefits and Advantages for Bundeswehr in operation
• Real Time Simulation and feedback with adjustment of the plan execution, considering the specific mission requirements of Land operations (remote, mobile, joint)
• Four years of Cyber and Information Domain Service - Where do we stand? Where do we want to go?
• Status of the Eurofighter conversion
• Status of the Main Ground Combat System (MGCS)
• Participation of FlaRakG 1 in exercise JPOW 2021
• Further development of the Army’s Combat Training Center
• VBS3 in the Army: Opportunities and risks of a training platform across all branches of armed service
• Transformation Driver Technology for NBC Defence
• The Military Technical Service for Land-bound Vehicle Systems, Pioneer and Troop Technology (WTD 41)
• Procurement of new vehicles for the Bundeswehr (Part 1)
• Experiences from the pandemic - Interview with Frank Leidenberger and Johannes Rosenboom, Materna
• DWT - In dialogue with the military attachés
• Surveillance and alarm systems

**Issue 4/2021  Publishing Date: 26 August 2021**
**Editorial Deadline: 30 July 2021 - Advertising Deadline: 06 August 2021**

• The Air Force Troop Command
• Interview with the Commanding General Air Force Troop Command (LwTrKdo)
• Capability Counter UAS Class I
• Optical and optronic systems: in use and innovations
• Requirements for the ammunition of tomorrow
• Protection of critical infrastructures (CRITIS) considering SatCom and UAV requirements
• Demands on a field camp of today and tomorrow
• Procurement of new vehicles for the Bundeswehr (Part 2)
• Process management in the SKB
• Preview of the Logistics Workshop of DWT
• The Army Training Command
• Interview with the Commander of the Army Training Command
• Report from the Infantry Day
• Preview of the AFCEA IT-Conference
• Preview of the DSEI
• Preview of DWT Naval Workshop

**Issue 5/2021  Publishing Date: 28 October 2021**
**Editorial Deadline: 27 September 2021 - Advertising Deadline: 07 October 2021**

• The NBC-Defence Command of the Bundeswehr
• Interview with the Commander NBC-Defence Command
• Interview with the Commander of the Bundeswehr Medical Academy (SanAkBw)
• The Boxer - a wide range of multiple possible uses in the army
• Six years of the A400M: Where are we with the capability build-up?
• Pre-reporting EUROPEAN ROTORS - International Conference and exhibition
• Host Nation Support (HNS) in the Bundeswehr - tasks, procedures and responsibilities - command post solutions - mobile airfields
• The National Test and Development Centre Eurofighter at the Manching/Neuburg site
• Optical and optronic systems: Data transmission
• AI as part of Bw-IT and specific requirements of the Navy
• Militarisation of space
• Personal equipment and clothing of soldiers (Part 1)
• Small arms and shoulder-supported systems of soldiers in operation
• Modern learning at the Bundeswehr Logistics School
• Report from DSEI
• Report from the Logistics Forum
• Report from the Naval Workshop of the DWT

Issue 6/2021 Publishing Date: 09 December 2021
Editorial Deadline: 12 November 2021 - Advertising Deadline: 19 November 2021

• At the end of the year: Voices from the Defence Department
• Ground-based Air Defence in Germany / Tactical Firing 2021 – DEU/NLD/NOR
• Missile Systems of the German Navy
• The IT equipment for deployable/mobile systems: Autonomous or cloud-based?
• Logistical demands within the framework of Host Nation Support
• Personal equipment and clothing of soldiers (Part 2)
• Realisation of the Bundeswehr's procurement measures - an outlook
• Comments and results of the international conference EUROPEAN ROTORS
• Establishment of the NBC-Defence Regiment 1
• VJTF 2023: Planning of training and exercises
• Interview with the Commander PzGrenBrig 37 on VJTF 2023

In all issues we address current subjects and therefore reserve the right to change the editorial schedule. The current status is presented on the Hardthoehenkurier website.